not merely capture the ways the Puerto Rican and Nuyorican community were deeply impacted by Roberto Clemente's death, but also how they utilized rich African-diasporic performance traditions and practices. Magnifying the unscripted sonic moments, such as the vibrant Nuyorican theater and music scene of the seventies, the joyous collective singing at the parranda (Christmas caroling Puerto Rican style), the improvisational moments, the dynamic audience response, and the constant drumming throughout the musical, illustrates the significant strategies of sound and music Nuyoricans implemented to express blackness and their Afro-diasporic identity. In carefully reading the sonic archive, I grapple with methodological questions of how historians read in a script and audio recording the Afro-Latino aural textures and contours of language, sound, and music in, while also recovering a part of theatre history that has yet to be heard and narrated.
The late 1960s marked the beginning of the Nuyorican movement, a period of New Awakening, where artists, educators, activists, intellectuals, students, and working class people cultivated a form of radicalism that sought to reform civil society. Artists, in particular, were at the forefront of this social movement partaking in anti-war protests, civil rights demonstrations, and local grass-roots initiatives to rehabilitate the inner city. Most importantly, they were now taking the reins in their own hands to gain community control over public resources dedicated to urban renewal and anti-poverty initiatives. Olú Clemente must be understood within the context of this period of radicalism and creative explosion that was occurring in communities of color.
Nuyorican poets and theater makers such as Miguel Piñero, Miguel Algarín and Tato Laviera, among others, were cultivating a Nuyorican aesthetic. At the time, Algarín was a Professor of English at Rutgers University and was also running El Puerto Rican Playwrights'/Actors' Workshop with the support of Joseph Papp, who provided the group with a studio at 4 Astor Place in New York City. 5 The need for poets to share their work extended outside the workshop with informal gatherings in Algarín's apartment. Eventually, this group demanded a more formal space for poets to gather. Thus began Algarín and Piñero's quest to formally find a home for the Nuyorican Poets Cafe. 6 A year after the Cafe opened its doors, Miguel Piñero's New York Drama Circle and Obie award winning play Short Eyes (1974) became the first Latino play to hit Broadway. Similarly, Laviera was deeply involved in the Lower East Side poetry, theater, and salsa scene. 7 He had yet to publish his signature anthologies La Carreta Took a U- Turn (1979) and AmeRícan (1985) . Olú Clemente was part of this movement wherein Nuyoricans engaged with the civil rights and black pride activism of the seventies.
Although an important part of the poetry and theater scene, Nuyorican performance is not perceived as part of the canonical American historical narrative. Though there is, as Flores states, "a glaring omission of Puerto Rican life in the United States from the historical record," turning to personal or institutional archives can help fill the void. 8 Olú Clemente is part of a reel series that documents the premier of new original works created by artists of color and produced by Papp between 1973 and 1979 . This sound archive, which lives in the New York Public Library for Performing Arts, includes the recording of Ramiro Ramirez's Mondongo (1976) and Sancocho (1979) ; Evening at New Rican Village with Pedro Pietri (1977 -1978 ; Revolutionary Ensemble in Concert (1971 Concert ( -1972 ; Mango Tango by Jessica Hagedorn (1977 Hagedorn ( -1978 ; Poets from the Inside, plays from Ed Bullins and Ntozake Shange, (1978) (1979) Griffith (1978) (1979) . These aforementioned artists of color are seminal figures of the seventies, bringing the politics of race and social justice into the realm of theatre. As such, these sound recordings, although almost completely unknown and unheard, are significant sites of cultural production that illustrate how African Americans, Asian Americans, and Latinos used sound and music to narrate a history of resistance and create a sense of belonging. This kind of close reading requires a historian to listen to the sounds; however if the audio recording is inaudible, we are further removed from grasping the significance of this theatrical event. More frankly stated, if sonic archives are not properly preserved, they run risk of being erased from history.
Ironically, Olú Clemente and all of the aforementioned productions produced by Papp are currently in the precarious predicament of disappearing. They were recorded on reel and the majority of them still remain in that format. When I requested the recording of Olú Clemente, I
could not listen to it because the library only digitizes material upon request. The preservation specialist warned me that since time had aged the reels with splits and tears, he might not be able to retrieve the recording. The day's wait made me keenly aware that musical performances can instantly disappear from history. Fortunately, when I returned the next day, the preservation specialist did not encounter any problems, and I was able to listen to Olú Clemente. impromptu quality remains in the production. People sing along, clap, laugh, and shout out the names of performers, acknowledging and encouraging them to show their skills-"yes," "es verdad" (it is the truth), "Viva Puerto Rico" (long live Puerto Rico), "Canta Miguelito" (sing it Miguelito) and "Asi es Tato Tocalo" (Right on Tato, play it). Someone even calls out which house the group will carol to next: "vamos a la casa de Ismael Rivera (let's go to Ismael Rivera's house)." These encouraging shout outs suggest the possible special appearance of the authors, por él conoci las 100 mejores poesías que él había editado en el idioma español, y por él aprendí carisma, cadencia, y persecución de palabras. Aprendí la tonalidad de aprender y memorizer la prosa, porque la poesía was meant to be read and was meant to be heard.
Reading the Sonic References of Iconic Afro-Latin@ Figures
[because of him I found out about the best 100 poems that he had created in the Spanish language and because of him I learned charisma, cadence, and the percussion of words. I learned the tonality of learning and memorizing prose, because poetry was meant to be read and was meant to be heard]. Hernández (1997, 42) . Similar to the ways Pedro Pietri, Sandra Maria Esteves, Bob Holman, and other Nuyorican poets describe Brandon, Algarín brings a sharper focus on the poignant yet ephemeral aspects of orality and performance. In addition to acknowledging him in interviews, he reveres Brandon's declamatory style in his poem "Christmas Eve: Nuyorican Cafe," Mongo Affairs (1978) . I sit weaving electrical impulses With Willy One, Ruben and the talking Coconut, el Señor Jorge Brandon, who bears the flag of poetry on his tongue and purest love on his heart giving it away on the impulse of the moment, generously to anybody ready to control the ego and become a listener to a master painter with words… (6). 22 Laviera and Alvarez, "Tato in his own words," 297, Indeed, Brandon was a fixture in the neighborhood, regularly performing on the streets. Pedro Pietri, another contemporaneous Nuyorican poet, in an interview conducted shortly before his death, anointed Brandon as the Saint of the Nuyorican Poetry Movement.
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In listening to the recording of Olú Clemente, when Brandon enters the stage the audience immediately responds clapping. We hear the audience exclaim: "Ayi esta el Coco que Habla" (there is the talking coconut), referring to Brandon's performance technique of using a microphone attached to a small speaker placed inside a coconut shell. In a declamatory style he delivers a poem that pays homage to Roberto Clemente by describing his death and transformation into the spirit Olú. Brandon's polyvocal incantation gradually becomes a possession of sorts, hysteria of words that are at times overwhelming to the ears. Since as a declamador, his poetry was based on the vocal performance, it cannot be easily found in as she describes it, is "less a play than a highly stylized dramatic reading" and "as sparse as the stage it was performed on." As for the actors, "They seemed more to be reciting speeches than dialogue, and while some of the thoughts they spoke had validity, some of them were truly pompous, to say the least." The storyline was even more problematic as it was simply too "lugubrious and heavy-handed, something that Clemente himself never was." The music, however, was an element she valued. "But if the actual dramatization left something to be desired," she comments, "the musical accompaniment to it was excellent." Seduced by the rhythmic dynamism of Los Pleneros de Loisada and Ismael Rivera, O'Hare describes the music as "happy, infectious, engaging, and it was really delightful."
With the New York City salsa explosion in the seventies, there was a great deal of attention drawn to Latin music. Historically, the cultural productions of Latinos that circulated within the larger popular culture were minimized to focus on food, music, and dancing. In the review of the 1974 Broadway production of Short Eyes, also produced by Joseph Papp, Fiona Mills discusses how a Latin musical scene was built into the production and though this scene played only a minor role in the play, reviewers noted it as the highlight of the night.
24 This speaks to the trend of Latinos and blacks gaining acclaim when they are musical subjects.
O'Hare's review suggests that the musical element of Olú Clemente was the only positive and legible entry point into the performance. O'Hare enjoys the music. The persistent sounds of the drums and güiros heard throughout the entire recording of Olú Clemente gain power over the listening ear, evoking the impulse to joyously move one's entire body. Rather than seeing the music "as a cohesive cultural force" or "a tool of cultural survival, a carrier of national identity and unity against the opposing conditions" 25 , O'Hare reframes the African-based musical elements to exoticize the performers as a stereotypical trope of both blackness and Latinidad.
Furthermore, when O'Hare described the play as "less a play than a stylized dramatic reading," she misses the link between the declamatory delivery of lines and signature practices of the Nuyorican poetry aesthetic. According to her, the performers are reciting speeches rather than having conversations and seem too "pompous." The sonic archive reminds listeners that orality played an integral role in the embodied cultural practices of the Nuyorican community of the seventies. Olú Clemente opened at the heels of when the Nuyorican Poetry Cafe was establishing a location and formalizing a style and aesthetics. Reminiscent to the Puerto Rican declamatory style, performers take on an authoritative stance and declare odes in an affirmative manner. They must claim a huge amount of sonic space, which for audiences who are not part of the Nuyorican community or are uninformed about the cultural specificity of this artistic genre can be read as showy and ostentatious. As Algarín discusses in different published essays, poetry 
Reading the Spiritual as Political in the Sonic Archive
The audio recording of Olú Clemente documents the rich Afro-diasporic performance traditions and practices utilized by Nuyorican poets, performers, and musicians. Notably, the acoustic texture is highly charged with spiritual relevance and social urgency. By the end of the first scene the Orishas don El Poeta with the grand responsibility of using his poetry to spread the faith of Olú and to inspire the community with Clemente's work as an activist, resisting social inequalities. El Sonero and the entire chorus urge El Poeta to face his responsibilities, chanting:
QUE CANTE EL POETA, QUE NO TENGA MIEDO, QUE CANTE EL POETA, QUE NO TENGA MIEDO.
ESTAS CON TU GENTE, NO TE VAMOS A ENGAÑAR
QUE CANTE, QUE CANTE, AQUI CON SU GENTE.
[LET THE POET SING, LET HIM NOT BE AFRAID.
LET THE POET SING, LET HIM NOT BE AFRAID. Algarín and Laviera's use of all-uppercase letters stresses the message in the chant, which does not only implicate El Poeta, but also brings the audience into the picture, charging them with the responsibility of committing to El Poeta. The chant solidifies El Poeta's spiritual journey as one experienced by the collective, who is now connected to an African-based spiritual world and is responsible for sustaining this cultural link.
Notably, the scripting and staging of a spiritual possession are public acts illustrating the significant ways African-based spirituality intersected with Puerto Rican identity in New York
City. When El Poeta experiences this spiritual manifestation, El Sonero, the chorus leader, becomes El Poeta's carnal vehicle for the spirit of Elegúa to speak and declares:
Mi nombre es Martín Elegúa.
Soy su guía, soy su cuerpo.
Estaba you encarcelado
Adentro del lenguaje del sajón.
Soy el espíritu del poeta,
Mi nombre es Martín Elegúa
Le enseñare su español.
My name is Martín Elegúa.
I am his guide, his body.
I was imprisoned 33 Ibid., 158.
Inside the language of the Saxons.
I am the spirit of the poet, My name is Martín Elegúa I will teach him his Spanish.
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In African-based religions throughout the Americas, Eleguá is one of the Seven African Powers known for mediating between humans and all the other Orishas, messenger gods. 35 As a god who has been trapped by the Anglo-Saxon language, Elegúa serves as El Poeta's guide teaching him how to speak his own kind of Spanish, sing his "negroid" verses, and "feel tradition in [his] veins Interestingly, women play a central role in the spiritual practices of the Socorro family. In the recording the women in the family, the mother and daughters, are most frequently heard: The Socorro family reveals the ways America reads Clemente's blackness as bronze.
Since Puerto Ricans did not fit the white or black categories of identification, Americans perceived them as a racialized Other. 48 In identifying Clemente as bronze rather than black, Algarín and Laviera demonstrate how America attempted to dilute the reality of Jim Crow that he, and many other Afro-Latinos, encountered. Clemente was drafted by the Brooklyn Dodgers in 1954 just seven years after Jackie Robinson broke the color barrier in Major League Baseball.
As a black Latino, Clemente encountered many of the same obstacles and prejudices as the first African-American ball players. His salary was considerably lower than that of his white teammates, and segregation laws meant that while Clemente's white teammates stayed in hotels that didn't admit blacks, he was frequently forced to find his own lodging, and eat meals on the bus. 49 Although distinct, Puerto Ricans and African Americans share a history of racialization, marginalization, and class exclusion. 50 Given Puerto Rico's colonial relationship with the United Latino identity through a reclamation and celebration of his blackness that directly countered pervasive anti-black racism. 52 Algarín and Laviera position Clemente as not merely a baseball star, but as a civil rights activist encouraging black pride and overcoming racism and segregation. Listening to the sonic archive of Olú Clemente, I tune my ears to the sonic imprints of Nuyorican theater, imagining how the audience embodied the music, how it inspired them to persevere, and 52 It is worth noting that this anti-black racism was also prevalent within Latino communities.
Conclusion
how its musical rhythms pulsate into the present, weaving this theatrical event into the fabric of public history.
